


 
 

• Waffles:  There really aren’t whole foods waffles available.  Your best bet is to 
understand that the waffle you can buy is a good snack, not a meal.  Best brand for 
gluten free is Van’s.  They can be found in the freezer section.  They are good with 
100% fruit jam on them.   

• Bars:  Of all the granola bars, protein bars, etc, etc.  the best simple bar is the 
Larabar.  Go to www.larabar.com and check out the ingredients.  They are basically 
two ingredients:  dates and cashews.  On amazon.com you can get a case of 16 for 
$19.99 (amazon prime rate  which is well worth the money you save on many 
whole foods.  They carry Pamela’s mixes and lots of other whole food, gluten free 
items).   

• Gravy:  The simplest gluten free gravy is made from cashew milk.  With a regular 
blender, cover the blades (make them disappear) with raw cashews, add 3 cups 
water and blend.  This makes a very smooth nut milk that does not need to be put 
through a sieve.  When cashew milk is heated, it naturally thickens.  Add salt and 
pepper, sauté onions beforehand and heat with the milk to make a delicious gravy.   

• Thickeners:  Kuzu is a powdered root that is loaded with minerals.  You can find 
it at health food stores.  It looks like a stick of chalk all broken up and can usually 
be found in the Asian food section.  Use I Tbsp of dry kuzu per cup of liquid you 
want to thicken.  Mix in a little cold water to dissolve the kuzu., then add it into the 
hot liquid you want to thicken.  The minute the liquid boils, the kuzu will become 
transparent and thicken it into a delicious sauce.  The kuzu has no flavor itself.    

• Chips:  In general, chips are not a food.  They are loaded with rancid oil and offer 
nothing as far as health is concerned.  However, when you REALLY want 
something crunchy, like a chip, the best one on the market at the Lentil Chips.   

• Soups:  Three national brands offer good quality soups.  These are what I use for 
emergency back up.  Pacific, Dr McDougall and Imagine are all excellent choices.  
Read the label, but quite of few of their soups are gluten free,   

 
• Brands to Avoid:  Udi’s, Glutino, Rudi’s, Schar.  These and many other brands of 

breads and othere gluten free products are too highly processed.  Leave them on 
the shelf.   

 
• Breakfast Ideas:  Organic grits and toasted nuts or seeds, cream of brown rice 

(warm up leftover rice in water or nutmilk.  Blend.  Make it crunchy and salty with 
added nuts or seeds.),   Gluten free toast with nut butter,  Organic, free range eggs 
with toast, leftover dinner.   

 
• Lunch ideas:  Crackers (see above) and hummus or baba ganoush (a delicious dip 

made out of eggplant usually found near the hummus),  small chunks of meat, hard 
boiled egg, nuts and dried fruit, raw veggies, yam candy (slice a cooked yam, lay on 
parchment paper, bake on low for several hours until dry and somewhat crispy. 
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Let cool, keep in airtight container.), Pasta salad, toast and nut butter, 
western sandwich, rice balls (take leftover cooked mushy brown rice, wet 
your hands and roll rice into a  ball.  Stick a surprise in the middle like a 
piece of pickle or vegetable, a raisin,    
   

Words that mean gluten in one way or another – avoid them: (bottom line? If it’s 
processed, avoid it.)    

   
• Wheat protein/hydrolyzed wheat protein • Wheat starch/hydrolyzed wheat starch   
• Wheat flour/bread flour/bleached flour   
• Bulgur (a form of wheat)    
• Malt (made from barley)   
• Couscous (made from wheat)   
• Farina (made from wheat)   
• Pasta (made from wheat unless otherwise indicated)   
• Seitan (made from wheat gluten and commonly used in vegetarian   meals)   
• Semolina – what pasta is made out of 
• Wheat or barley grass (will be cross contaminated) 
• Wheat germ oil or extract (will be cross contaminated)    
   

WEBSITES THAT HAVE GREAT RECIPES:   
   

http://againstallgrain.com 
http://elanaspantry.com   
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REESIES	PEESIES…OR	PEANUT	BUTTER	COCOA	BALLS	

Ingredients:	

Organic	natural	peanut	butter	(the	only	ingredients	are	peanuts	and	salt)	
Raw	Cacoa	Powder	(at	health	food	stores)	
Raw	Honey		(get	it	locally	if	you	can!)	

Start	with	the	peanut	butter	in	a	small	bowl.		Put	a	few	table	spoons	in	the	bowl	and	
begin	mixing	in	the	cacao	powder	and	honey	slowly,	tasting	all	the	way.		When	it	hits	
the	right	sweetness	and	cocoa	peanut	Clavor	for	you,	stop.		Take	about	a	teaspoonful	
and	roll	it	into	a	ball	in	your	hands.		Place	on	saucer	and	keep	going.		Good	luck	not	
eating	it	all	in	one	sitting.		You	can	store	in	a	container	in	the	refrigerator	for	later,	as	
well.		Enjoy!
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THE SELF HELP ELIMINATION CHALLENGE 
The How To’s: 

 
 

SUMMARY:  In essence, you are eliminating all the foods that you think might be “high 
stress foods” in your system or you are following my guidance as to which foods are the 
most common culprits.  The foods are 100% eliminated for 7 days and then are 
reintroduced one at a time (somewhat of a loading test) to see how the body responds to 
the food.  When I say 100%, I mean 100%, as “”just a bite” is enough to reactivate 
symptoms and skew your results. 
 
THE MOST COMMON FOODS THAT CAUSE PROBLEMS: 
 
Dairy 
Gluten containing foods (wheat, rye, barley, oats) 
Corn 
Eggs 
Yeast 
Citrus 
Soy 
 
You also want to eliminate all white sugar, artificial flavors, coloring, artificial 
sweeteners, artificial preservatives and seasonings. Seasonings often have corn, wheat, 
citrus, soy or yeast in them.  Stay off coffee, tea and alcohol as well for this experiment.  
Teas often have hidden flavorings, coffee often has additives and alcohol can alter results 
and often contains some kind of glutinous grain (beer, especially) 
 
ELIMINATION PHASE: 
 
Write down all the symptoms you are dealing with.  It’s important to do this because we 
have a tendency to forget something was happening to our bodies when it goes away.  
Weigh yourself the morning of day one and day seven, write it down.  Keep a log of 
everything you eat during the Elimination and Challenge Phase. 
 
Completely stop eating all the foods in the list above from day one to day seven.  Do not 
ease into this phase by eliminating some foods on one day and more on the next.  
Eliminate them all from your diet right from the start. You should notice a drastic 
reduction or total cessation of symptoms within seven days. Then you will start 
reintroducing these eliminated foods during the Challenge Phase. However, if there is no 
change in the way you feel after the first seven days on the Elimination Diet, you may be 
one of the few people whose body chemistry takes longer to recover from having eaten a 
problem food. If so, continue this Elimination Phase for an additional seven days before 
beginning the Challenge Phase.   
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The key to successfully doing this Elimination Phase is to recognize the many 
components that make up a single food.  Ketchup may seem fine because tomatoes are 
allowed, but it also contains the eliminated ingredient vinegar (which contains yeast).  
White rice sounds OK, but it is usually enriched with yeast containing B vitamins.  From 
this short list of examples, you can see the importance of considering the components that 
make up the foods you eat during each phase. As a general rule, all processed and 
packaged foods should be avoided because they almost always contain something that is 
eliminated on this diet. Therefore, it is easiest during this period of simplification to use 
single, fresh or frozen ingredients. 
 
Another way to make sure you’re not eating things that should be eliminated is to read all 
food ingredients labels.  You will be most successful during this phase if you do not eat 
anything unless you know what it’s made of.  Sometimes, labels list ingredients by their 
chemical or by-product names.  Words that mean “sugar,” for example, end in –ose, such 
as glucose, sucrose, fructose, or dextrose.  These are often corn derived and are included 
on the list of eliminated foods. 
 
Have your shelves and refrigerator stocked with “allowed foods” so you are never caught 
short with nothing to eat.  Take time to get this set up as it can make or break the 
experiment. 
 
THE CHALLENGE PHASE: 
 
Now it’s time to reintroduce to your diet the foods that were eliminated during the 
Elimination Phase, and watch to see which ones cause a reaction. This is called the 
Challenge Phase because you’re challenging your system to react to commonly 
problematic foods. If there is no adverse reaction, your body has met the challenge and   
proved it can handle the reintroduced food. If there is an adverse reaction, however, you 
have identified one of your problem foods. 
 
It would be too confusing to reintroduce all the foods at one time and then try to figure 
out which one cause your reaction. So the foods are allowed back into your diet one food 
group at a time at two-day intervals. There are seven food groups, so this phase will take 
fourteen days or more. As each food group is reintroduced, the foods must be eaten in 
large quantities.  Just a small nibble won’t necessarily cause a reaction.  To be absolutely 
sure of detecting food sensitivities, you need to eat a reasonably large amount of the 
suspect food three times a day for two full days.   
 
If you do have a reaction to one of the foods during this phase, stop eating that food and 
go back to the foods you were eating before you introduced this food until the symptoms 
totally cease. This usually takes three days. For example, if you reintroduce corn and 
citrus with no problems and then reintroduce eggs and have a reaction, stop eating eggs 
for however long it takes to become unreactive.  The time period for this varies from one 
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day to ten days, depending on your system.  Don’t worry about it, though!  You have 
discovered one of your problem foods, which is the goal of this phase.  Once symptom 
free, reintroduce the next food on the list, continuing to completely eliminate the food 
group that caused a reaction. 
 
If your symptoms do not recur upon the reintroduction of a particular food during the two 
days, you can simply continue eating that food in regular-size servings whenever you 
wish and go on to the next group on the list.  Since you have been able to eat successfully 
large quantities of a given food for two days in a row without any reaction, you can safely 
assume you are not reactive to it. 
 
IMPORTANT REMINDERS BEFORE CHALLENGE PHASE: 
 

1. Stock up on foods to be reintroduced so you have plenty of them when it’s time to 
incorporate them into your diet. 

2. Continue to read labels.  During this phase, it is still best to stay away from 
processed and packaged foods because they usually contain a combination of 
ingredients. 

3. Introduce only one food group at a time. 
4. Continue eating the foods allowed during the Elimination Phase. 
5. Record each day’s food, weight, and symptom information in your food log. 

 
Here is a suggested order in which to reintroduce foods. The reason I chose this order is 
the foods are listed from least apt to cause a reaction to the most apt to cause a reaction 
based on statistics. If you intuitively sense that one of the lesser reactive foods might be 
one of your more reactive foods, put it toward the end.  Here’s why.  If you reintroduce 
the least likely to react foods first, you can often get through the two-day phases quickly 
as there are no reactions.  The minute you react, you have to stop, get symptom free and 
then start up again.  This enables you to move through this phase as fast as possible.  In 
general, I recommend you think of taking full month to complete this entire process. 
 
ORDER OF REINTRODUCTION: 
 

1. Corn 
2. Citrus 
3. Soy 
4. Eggs 
5. Yeast 
6. Gluten (use lots of whole wheat flour, make muffins) 
7. Dairy 

 
Once you’ve gotten through all of these foods, take a couple days and eat a ton of white 
sugar.  Note how you feel from how your mouth feels, your energy level and any other 
symptom.   
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PROTEIN/SNACK BARS WORTH EATING 
 

Here’s the deal, it’s always great to have back up food.  I will usually stock up on these 
when I’m about to travel as they can fill you enough to make it to the next worthwhile 
food.  Much cheaper is to have a snack baggie full of raw nuts.  Sometimes I’ll mix the 
raw nuts with raisins or currants, but I’m always aware that I will prefer the sweet to the 
nuts. 
 
Here are the best bars out there.  ALWAYS read the ingredients before buying as they 
often change things.  If I see cane sugar in any form, I put it back.  The ideal bar has only 
dates or dried fruit for sweetener.  The first 3 bars listed fit that description.  Sweeteners 
like rice syrup and agave are slow acting on your blood sugar, especially when combined 
with a high protein, like nuts.  So, in the good, better, best world, bars with these 
sweeteners are ‘better’! 
 
Larabars are the cheapest option out there.  They are not organic, though, which means 
you are getting a hit of pesticides each time.  This needs to be weighed with the amount 
and frequency you eat them.  They have now come out with organic larabars, which will 
cost more, but are cheaper in the long run as far as health dollars… 
 
Here’s the list, with pictures to follow: 

 
 

• GO RAW, LIVE GRANOLA BAR 

• LARABARS 

• ORGANIC LARABARS 

• PLUS BAR: 

• MACROBARS 

• RAW REVOLUTION BARS 

• PURE ORGANIC, ANCIENT GRAINS 
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